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SUMMARY
By its very nature, environmental policy must have distributional impact. Because the essential purpose of environmental policy is to change consumption and production patterns, there will inevitably be "winners" and "losers" among the economy's households and firms. Indeed, the daily drama of environmental policy typically involves making hard choices rather than implementing "win-win" policies. Witness the sometimes acrimonious protests against gasoline tax increases, or the occasionally unfriendly reception of a decision to preserve a natural resource; in any realistic setting environmental policy imposes both gains and losses. Yet, the environmental economics literature has focused primarily on efficiency. We know much less about how the fruits of environmental policy are distributed in society, than how to design efficient policies.
This paper elaborates on the OECD (1994) framework for understanding the financial distributional impacts of environmental policy. We do this by providing a survey of some relevant work in the area that has become available, in conjunction with presenting a structure for distributional analysis that places additional emphasis on the indirect channels.
We begin by a number of conceptual issues, e.g. how to define the cost of environmental policy (explicitly assuming away "win-win" possibilities). We also ask if efficiency and equity can be separated, concluding that there are strong arguments against this separation. We argue that equity and efficiency should be studied together. The key conceptual issue in a distributional study is, however, what it is that should be distributed. Typically income is used as a key measure, but there are other useful possibilities. For example, using life-time income or expanded notions of wealth often provide additional insights (reforms typically appear less regressive if life-time income rather than income is used, for example).
We review the literature and introduce our elaboration of the OECD-framework in a three-stage analysis. Our discussion is framed against a backdrop of a large number of policy instruments, ranging from incentive-based instruments to "softer" policies like information strategies. Our story is, however, heavily bent towards what is known about incentive based measures, because it is in this area that we have the bulk of empirical evidence and experience.
We progressively introduce links between markets and then tie the analysis together by using a so-called social accounting matrix (SAM) . A SAM is a way of consistently summarizing facts about the economic structure of a country (or region), the national accounts being a special SAM. We use an expanded version of a SAM here to underline two basic tenets of our analysis. First, an economy contains interrelated markets. A policy focusing a particular market may also affect other markets (and therefore the distribution of income in direct and indirect ways). As noted, our three-layer analysis progressively introduces such links, beginning with the simplest case of no repercussions ending at the complete general equilibrium model. A SAM is a convenient way of keeping a birds-eye perspective in mind without compromising the need for detailed information within a distributional study. Because we are studying environmental policy and take the view that environment-economy interactions are important, our framework needs a way of handling this. Our suggestion is to expand a conventional SAM to include returns on environmental assets as well as ecological services. This takes us beyond the financial distributional effects of environmental policy insofar as many important assets and services fetch no market price. Yet, it is useful to expound general ideas within a framework and then specializing the framework as need be. It is to be noted that these ideas are consistent with recent advances in environmental economics.
We begin by examining the cost of environmental policy at the level of the single household and the single firm. A review of empirical evidence suggests that environmental policy may well be regressive, but this conclusion is not independent of the concept of income used, how tax income is used and several other pertinent dimensions of the analysis. A particularly interesting dimension of this analysis is how households with different income respond to price-changes. Arguments cut both ways: lower income households may have more difficulties in adjusting to new environmental policies, at the same time an increasing income could be expected to lower price elasticities. Empirical evidence allows no firm conclusion about this issue.
We then take a step "upwards" in our analysis and go from the individual decision maker to the single market. Allowing for repercussions within a single market complicates our story somewhat. We discuss how the costs depend on the type of instrument used and how they are split between market participants. Regarding the differences between instruments, the issue boils down to who should keep the rent. If e.g. grandfathering of permits is used, the rent stays with those who are given the permits. Environmental taxes entail returning the rent to tax-payers. There are differences between policy instruments over the long-run. For example, subsidies may well lead to increasing emissions over the long-run. While the emissions per firm go down, the subsidy attracts more firms into the market. We argue against subsidising negative externalities for distributional reasons. This conclusion includes "harmful environmental subsidies". The social cost of environmental degradation must be picked up by someone and this burden may well fall unevenly, notwithstanding the fact that such subsidies are conceptually incorrect from an efficiency perspective.
We then move to the case when markets are allowed to interact within a given sector of the economy. This analysis highlights the fact that environmental policy has impacts on other markets that may or may not be intended. An empirical example is given to illustrate this point, showing why saw-mill owners gain from an environmental regulation imposed on pulp-mills. We also explain under what circumstances one can be satisfied with an analysis that assumes away repercussions in other markets.
At the third level of our analysis we allow all markets of the economy to interact. Such analysis is particularly helpful when assessing complex revenue-neutral tax-reforms. The limitations are also highlighted. A brief review of empirical evidence suggest that revenue-neutral tax reforms are likely to be regressive, although again this depends on how tax returns precisely are returned to the economy. Our three-stage analysis is then merged into an overall framework based on a social accounting matrix.
Finally, we explore policy options. Of the many possibilities we highlight various tax replacement exemptions and grandfathering policies. We also comment on options that are less standard fare. In general, labour tax replacement appears regressive. If proceeds from environmental taxes are returned as labour-tax reductions in a selected sector, e.g. the service sector, the regressive effect is less certain (although there is hardly any empirical evidence available). The long-run impacts of selective targeting are unclear. Quite possibly, it would hamper long-run growth, with additional implications for the distribution of income. Using the VAT or lump-sum returns are options that may have progressive effects, in particular the lump-sum case. This entails, however, an efficiency loss relative to lowering a distortive tax.
Exemptions are in wide use, and they can be viewed as part of regional policy in some cases or distributional policy more generally. Exemptions are typically a costly way to reach a distributive goal, because they do not allow the marginal costs of reductions to be equal across sectors. Grandfathered permits are therefore an interesting alternative. Here, marginal costs are allowed to be equalized and empirical evidence suggests that the government may not need to "donate" a very large fraction of the permits.
To sum up: environmental policy must have distributional impacts in order to be successful. There are numerous ways of mitigating unwanted distributional effects by e.g. judicious use of the tax-system. Perhaps our most important conclusion is that it is important to scrutinize environmental policy in a distributional perspective. While economics provides a crisp and useful working definition of an efficient environmental policy, it cannot claim to offer a final resolution of just what a "fair" environmental policy entails. Rather, it offers a structured way of thinking about distributional issues and suggests ways of disentangling them empirically. This paper elaborates on a framework that could be useful in communicating what the benefits and costs of environmental policy are and to whom they accrue. A transparent framework for analysis can usefully enrich public debate and general understanding of how environmental policy affects well-being.
"The primary fact of economics is the production of wealth. Dictionary of Economics.)
Introduction
The tide is now turning and distributional concerns are returning to the frontlines of economic research: A vigorous new strand of the macroeconomics literature explores the income distribution -growth nexus 1 ; modern welfare economics stress the importance of scrutinizing the distribution of impacts, e.g. in the recent literature on assessing the benefits and costs of public programs 2 ; a dynamic and growing literature on the distributional impacts of trade-liberalization in multiregional settings has recently begun the task of quantifying the equity dimensions.
3
There are other examples displaying the fact that economists increasingly confront equity issues directly, notwithstanding a tradition of perhaps keeping at least an arm-length distance to them. Perhaps the most cogent reason for being concerned with environmental policy and distribution is that an understanding of distributional impacts allows the shaping of policy packages that are more likely to be accepted by the public. Either disregarding distributional impacts as "a necessary evil" or being stifled by them appear to be unnecessarily extreme positions.
While economics provides a crisp and useful working definition of an efficient environmental policy, it cannot claim to offer a final resolution of just what a "fair" environmental policy entails. Rather, it offers a structured way of thinking about distributional issues and suggests ways of disentangling them empirically.
1 See e.g. Persson & Tabellini (1994) and Perotti (1996) . 2 See e.g. Carneiro, Hansen & Heckman (2002) and Heckman, Smith & Clements (1997). This paper elaborates on the OECD (1994) framework for understanding the financial distributional impacts of environmental policy. We do this by providing a survey of some relevant work in the area that has become available since 1994, in conjunction with presenting a structure for distributional analysis that places additional emphasis on the indirect channels. The fact that an economy consists of a set of mutually dependent markets adds some twists to the distributional analysis which we highlight here. There are important connections between the economy and the environment as well, but they are not treated fully in the paper. We will, however, propose a framework that at least in principle includes such linkages. Our discussion is framed against a backdrop of a large number of policy instruments, ranging from incentivebased instruments to "softer" policies like information strategies. Our story is heavily bent towards what is known about incentive based measures, because it is in this area that we have the bulk of empirical evidence and experience.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly pins down a set of key conceptual issues, such as the definition of a welfare-improving environmental policy and just what it is that should be distributed (income or life-time income are two alternatives). Section 3 unravels our elaboration of the 1994 framework. We progressively introduce additional linkages between markets and begin by examining different policy instruments at the individual household or firm level. We then proceed to a one-market analysis. For example, restricting the use of gasoline through higher taxes or otherwise, will increase the price of gasoline and we assume that the price-increase affects no other market. The distributional impacts depend on how firms are able to pass costs onto consumers at one particular market. In the second stage, we allow the repercussions to be felt through a particular sector of the economy. In certain cases, limiting the analysis to one sector is natural. The sector-analysis very clearly shows how a policy generates "winners" and "losers", as the impacts cascades through the markets of the sector. It also brings out the useful point that it is sometimes important to take market dependencies into account when designing environmental policy. In addition, it suggests circumstances under which one can be satisfied with a less complex (in terms of dependencies across markets) analysis. The third stage is general equilibrium analysis, which knits together all the markets of the economy and brings additional advantages to the analysis of environmental policy. For example, keeping track of the budgetary impacts when environmental taxes (or revenues from permits) are added into an existing tax system is greatly simplified with this approach, not the least if the policy is supposed to be revenue-neutral. By combining the framework in three stages as suggested here goes some way into understanding the mechanics of adjustment. We then suggest how an integrated framework for distributional analysis can be developed that includes economy-environment interactions, by putting it all together in a social accounting matrix (SAM). Section 4 looks at policy responses. These include tax exemptions (household/firm), limited grandfathering of permits and other ways of sacrificing some efficiency gains for equity reasons. 
Key Conceptual Issues
Three conceptual issues underlie many discussions of distributional issues in environmental policy. The first is the definition of cost. The definition of cost given here serves to pin down a basic assumption made in this paper, namely that we abstain from looking at win-win policies. 5 Defining the costs as opportunity cost also helps mapping out some of the basic assumptions made in the empirical studies surveyed. Next we ask just what should be meant by a welfare-improving environmental policy, given the starting point that this is the basic purpose of environmental policy. Standard economic theory tells us to move forward with a policy that has sums of benefits exceeding sums of cost, although this (Kaldor-Hicks) criterion invokes a particular view on distributional matters. We present arguments for and against the use of this criterion. In our view, efficiency and equity cannot be easily separated, which is a basic tenet of this widely used criterion. Finally, we ask what it is we should measure in distributional studies, a question that is by no means trivial. Traditionally, income is used as the unit for comparison of policies but there are some interesting alternatives that occasionally lead to modified conclusions (primarily regarding the regressive impacts of an instrument).
The Cost of Environmental Policy
To fix ideas and summarize some of the key points that will be made in the sequel, a capsule summary of the costs of environmental policy is presented in Figure 1 . Figure 1 portrays the cost of improving environmental quality from some level Z0 to another level Z1. The cost is here taken to be the loss in income (or national product). An efficient policy takes the economy from Z0 to Z1 at minimum cost in terms of income. This cost will be distributed across the households and firms of the economy in particular ways not captured in the Figure. The minimum cost is depicted as one where the economy smoothly adjusts, i.e. we follow the production possibility as suggested in the Figure. The minimal cost is the income loss GDP 0 -GDP 1 . A substantial number of models are now available that analyze the costs of environmental policy. These models are typically based on calculating the costs of environmental policy as suggested by the move labelled " ".
6 Much of our discussion will circle around gross costs, conceptualised in this way.
While environmental policy could entail unemployment of labor and impose other adjustment costs, these are seldom quantified in distributional studies. Indeed, the real world consists of heterogeneous firms and households, each with different possibilities to adjust to new policies.
7 During a certain amount of time, we can expect to find various transition problems throughout the adjustment from Z0 to Z1. This is depicted by the curve " ", in which the policy imposes "transition costs". A certain fraction of the economy's resources are not utilized during the adjustment process. When firms are closed, labour (and other resources) become temporarily unemployed. Yet, the goal is reached efficiently in the end. While the empirical evidence is scant on the distributional impacts of environmental policy, we know even less about how the transition costs are distributed. Finally, we illustrate a possibility in which the policy goal is reached, but the cost to the economy is higher than implied by an efficient policy. This is the curve labelled " " in the figure.
While the figure does not display who wins and who loses from reaching the environmental goal, it illustrates a number of important points. As stressed by OECD (1994), a policy has to be assessed against a fixed baseline. There are two basic "fixed points" to use in a distributional study. We can compare the consequences of a policy relative to the status quo, i.e. the point A in the figure. Alternatively, we can compare across policies, given that the goal is Z1. 8 We can easily extend the figure to include the development of the economy over time, and use a baseline scenario as the fixed "point" of comparison.
If the move from Z0 to Z1 imposes gains to some individuals and losses to others, some mechanism has to be invoked that weighs benefits and costs together. We begin by examining what should be meant by a welfare improving policy and then turn to the question of how to weigh together the benefits and costs.
Welfare Improving Environmental Policies
The basic purpose of environmental policy is to find (and impose) welfare-improving changes of resource allocation. Following Dasgupta, Kriström & Mäler (1995) , there are two ways of assessing changes in aggregate well-being (or welfare). One would be to measure the value of changes in the constituents of well-being (utility and freedoms), and the other would be to measure the value of the alterations in the commodity determinants of well-being (goods and services that are inputs in the production of well-being). For measurement purposes, they propose an index that has the following property: small investment projects that improve the index are at once those that increase aggregate well-being. This index turns out to be a "greener" version of national product. Dasgupta, Kriström & Mäler (1995) abstract, however, from distributional issues.
If a policy is a boon to some households and a burden to others, one must, in general, weigh these (utility) gains and losses together. In economic theory, it is assumed that there exists a distribution of utilities across households that is judged (by a social planner) to be better, worse or equivalent to some other distribution. How to implement this idea in practice is a vexing issue that has transcended much of economic thought. The so-called Kaldor-Hicks criteria make it operational by nominating all policies with sums of benefits exceeding sums of costs as socially beneficial.
A common way of measuring benefits (welfare change) is to use the maximum willingness-to-pay a person attaches to, let us say, an environmental improvement.
9 One then compares the sum of benefits with the sum of the costs. If the sum is positive, the policy is welfare-improving. 10 These criteria are in wide use, not the least in environmental policy analysis. For example, they cut through essentially all the literature on the "double-dividend" issue, because most evaluations compare the total benefits with the costs of revenueneutral tax-swaps. Furthermore the bulk of the voluminous literature on environmental valuation invariably compares the total benefits with the total costs.
11 It is rather difficult to find examples where the KaldorHicks criteria are not used to define a welfare-improving policy.
A standard interpretation of the Hicks-Kaldor criteria holds that a policy is socially worthwhile if, potentially, the winners could compensate the losers.
12 Whether or not the compensation is actually paid is a separate matter to be decided upon by others, i.e. the political system. 13 One can interpret this compensation idea as a way of separating efficiency and equity. Put simply, make the cake as big as possible and consider the cutting of the cake as a separate (and in principle unsolvable) distributional issue. Note that the separation idea is a basic tenet of investment theory. Choosing investments with the largest present value makes the cake as big as possible and the cake can be cut at will by a perfect capital market; it affords any combination of present and future consumption. Hence, one can separate production and consumption decisions according to the so-called Fisher separation theorem.
The efficiency/equity issue can then be rephrased as: Does the size of the cake depends on how it is cut? Macroeconomic studies suggest that economic growth is not independent of the distribution of income, 9 While utility is not measurable, willingness-to-pay measures are "money measure of utility change". If a person is asked to pay x for an improvement that is worth y>x to him, he must be better off with the change. The reverse is true when y<x. Thus, the maximum amount the individual would be willing to pay is the case when x=y. Taken together this suggests that willingness to pay is a money measure of utility change.
10 There are two strands of the literature disentangling the welfare properties of certain indices. One is based on expanded version of national product, i.e. a "green" national product. See Dasgupta, Kriström & Mäler (1995) . There is a related literature based on the change in wealth as a welfare measure. Weitzman (1976) provided the key insight and showed under what assumptions comprehensively measured national product is equal to the return on wealth. Heal & Kriström (2003) proposes a similar idea, but based on an infinitedimensional version of the fundamental separation theorem in a Arrow-Debreu type of framework. There is some agreement today that the wealth-based measures are to be preferred over linear indices such as "green NNP". Extending these new ideas in a formal way to include distributional matters has not been a focal point of the now very significant theoretical literature on this issue.
although there seems to be no consensus on the exact relationship. 14 Some studies find that a more even distribution of income will help economic growth over the long-run. The reverse result is also found.
Turn now to environmental issues and the compensation criteria. Suppose that a dam construction necessitates the removal of a home. The home-owner's preferences are such that his willingness-to-pay for living in his current home is his income, i.e. he cannot bear the thought of re-locating. We can ask his willingness-to-pay for not having the dam, and check to see if this sum covers the net profits the construction company would have made from its investment. However, we can also ask the compensation the home-owner requires for accepting the project. This compensation is infinitely high in this example. Under this compensation criterion, the project cannot be worthwhile. The result of summing the benefits and the costs of the dam construction depends on the distribution of property rights in the status quo.
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Several ways out these kinds of dilemmas have been proposed, yet it is clear that the separation of efficiency and equity may not always be the most palatable assumption to make.
16
The separation between equity and efficiency has been a controversial topic in some discussions about global warming policies. According to Chichilnisky & Heal (1994) , one cannot separate efficiency from equity in a global permit trade market, implying that the prices of permits vary across regions (reflecting the equity-efficiency trade-off). The reason, the author's claim, is that one is dealing with a global public good. An alternative view, based on the separation idea, holds that efficiency requires one single market price of carbon permits, because this translates to equal marginal abatements costs in all sources (and hence minimized costs). The resulting equilibrium will, for any initial distribution of permits, map into a set of "winners" and "losers". Provided that unlimited transfers between countries are available, such transfers can be used to confront the distributional issues. The fact that one is dealing with a public good does not matter, according to e.g. Sturm (1995) .
Distributional concerns can be captured by weights such that each individual's net gain is weighted according society's preferences over the distribution of well-being in society. There is no objective way to choose such weights, and one cannot get around this dilemma by referring to the Kaldor-Hicks criteria. In this case, the weights are set equal to one for each individual. This procedure can be motivated in several ways, e.g. by assuming that the prevailing income distribution is optimal, yet it is important to realize that the standard way of making cost-benefit analysis uses a particular set of weights, i.e. unity weights. The counterargument to weighting benefits and costs, attributable to Hotelling in the 1930s, is that if policies were based on sums of benefits and costs we will all be better off on the average. In some cases, we lose, in others we win, but on the average everybody will be better off.
Whichever argument one chooses to support, there seems to be little to loose from detailing the distributional aspects of environmental policy change. Highlighting the distributional impacts of any policy often provides useful information per se.
17 Second, recent developments of empirical methods for public programs emphasize, as noted above, the need for detailing the impact on the distribution of outcomes.
Empirical methods widely used in environmental economics are particularly suitable in this context, e.g. contingent valuation surveys (because data on losses and gains are assembled at the individual level).
As a practical matter, it is often found that improvement of environmental quality provides small benefits to many, but imposes large costs on a few. This is amply documented in the literature, e.g. in the literature on siting of "undesirable objects", but also in the literature on natural resource conflicts. High-profile issues include the spotted-owl controversy in the USA. Some estimates suggest that the benefit of saving the spotted owl is about 30 USD per American, while the cost is localized to the forest industry in northwestern USA.
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To sum up: conventional analysis of the costs and benefits of environmental policy is based on summing these items. We argue here that information about how these benefits and costs are distributed will often be useful, notwithstanding the thorny issue of weighting them together.
What is to be Distributed?
The EPA 19 suggests that studies of environmental policy measures should include an assessment of; (i) firm's revenues and costs (ii) public sector revenues and costs (iii) regions (iv) growth, employment, competitiveness (at the national level) and (v) population (income, ethnic groups, men/women, children). To this we could add the intertemporal dimension, although this lies beyond the scope of the present paper. 20 One also needs measures that speak directly to the question of how equity is affected by a policy change. This, in turn, calls for a definition of equity of which there are many. In order not to get trapped into the intricacies of a philosophical debate that extends over many centuries, the approach taken here is to discuss measures that can serve as descriptors of equity.
21
Horizontal equity means that "equals should be treated equally", so, for example, that individuals with the same income should pay the same income tax and receive the same benefits.
22 Vertical equity is a principle that implies "unequal treatment of unequals". A person with no income should not pay the same tax as a person with income. Tietenberg's (1995) survey shows that environmental policy in the US conflicts with both equity criteria in several cases. Tietenberg (1995, p. 471) concludes that vertical equity criteria have been violated in the sense that "the net benefits have been disproportionally received by the well-to-do people". Horizontal equity criterion has, in part, been violated, because people in the same income category have received different net benefits. For air pollution, urban residents have gained more than those in rural areas, the latter possibly with net negative benefits.
Perhaps the most often used descriptor of the distributional impacts of environmental policy is whether or not policy is regressive or progressive (a subset of vertical equity criteria). In most cases in the environmental economics literature, regressive implies that the cost-share decreases with income. The opposite is true for progressive impacts. In order to appreciate these definitions let us take a closer look at what a proper notion of "cost-share" entails.
The cost of environmental policy is often based on standard measures of real-income changes found in the welfare economics literature; c.f. the willingness-to-pay measures discussed above. These measures include the fact that households may adjust consumption patters in response to policy change. Any measure of cost that does not allow for this is flawed from an economic perspective.
Turning to income one must stress that there are many concepts of income; indeed, the very question just what income is has been a topical subject in economics for at least a century. 23 Comprehensive income measures, such as the so-called Haig-Simmons measure of income (consumption + net change in worth) may well lead to other conclusions regarding regressivity than income from work. Within a certain income group we could find a student with a bright future, a person being temporarily unemployed, a rich retiree and so on and so forth. The upshot of this is, as Poterba (1991) shows, that taxes on gasoline appear much less regressive when taken as a percentage of total consumption expenditures (this is the proxy for lifetime income).
24 However, Smith (1992, p. 250) notes that this conclusion depends on the institutional arrangements regarding the length of low-income spells. He finds that the distinction between income and life-time income makes little difference for UK data, in distributional analysis of energy and carbon taxation.
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In short, conclusions about the distributional impacts of environmental policy are not necessarily robust towards the used concept of income. This conclusion is borne out by experience from the literature on the burden of taxation which suggests that "The choice of income measure clearly affects both the estimated distribution of taxes by income class and the effect of reform proposals." 26 Finally, whether or not environmental policy is regressive or progressive also depends on additional assumptions. Whalley (1984) shows how alternative incidence assumptions, i.e. how the tax burden is shifted backwards and forwards across markets "..can determine whether the tax structure appears to be progressive or regressive" (Atrostic & Nunns (1990, p. 377) ).
We will return to these measurement issues below. While income is ordinarily used to assess distributional impacts, there are a number of other possibilities that will be briefly mentioned here.
• Environmental quality.
• Wealth, broadly defined. 23 Thus, there are different income concepts suitable for different purposes. Some are suitable for tax-purposes, other for macroeconomic analysis, yet others for sustainable income. For a review, see Heal & Kriström (2003) . Paul Samuelson argued that the question what income really is, is quite meaningless. He likened it to the old quasi-question of how it is really possible to know whether or not "Uranus actually is Uranus".
It may be of interest to determine how a policy changes environmental quality across the population.
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Primarily in the USA, there is a long-standing debate on environmental equity involving inter alia siting issues, e.g. whether or not the siting of environmentally detrimental facilities like power plants are biased against particular ethnic groups. In Europe, there is a recent discussion about "environmental space". In both cases, concepts of equity are related to environmental quality, not income.
Following recent developments of economic theory, the distribution of wealth, broadly defined, could serve as a starting point for a distributional study. Thus, one scrutinizes how the distribution of broadly defined assets, including real capital, human capital and social capital are affected by policy changes. See Dasgupta (2001) , Heal (1998) and Heal & Kriström (2002) for further discussions about expanded notions of wealth.
In conclusion, there are good arguments for broadening the set of descriptors quite independently of what concept of fairness that is being adopted.
Framework for Distributional Analysis of Environmental Policy
We unlock our amendments to the 1994 framework by proceeding in a sequential fashion. We begin by examining impacts of environmental policy at the household/firm level. We then examine how a subset of households and firms interact in one particular market and proceed to analyse the interaction of a subset of markets in a given sector. Finally, we end at the level of the economy, in which all markets interact.
Checklist Summary of OECD 1994 Framework
Let us begin by summarizing the framework proposed in the OECD (1994) study in terms of the proposed checklist for distributional analysis. We elaborate certain aspects of this framework and add some fresh empirical insights that have been gained since 1994.
Checklist-summary of Framework for distributional analysis in OECD 1994
1. 4. Selection of relevant groups for analysis [useful to include analysis beyond the traditional income distributional analysis, e.g. small business impacts, geographic differences.].
Final impacts analysis [long-term impacts on income groups and transitional impacts on workers.
Steps include determining (change in compliance) costs; transitional costs for workers; effects of price changes on consumers and firms; firms profits; government revenues; summarize for various groups.].
Available options for mitigation or compensation [advantages and disadvantages].
In principle, the OECD-framework can be applied for understanding the following types of environmental policies (Russell & Powell (1999, p. 309) ):
1. Prohibition (of inputs, processes or products) 
Voluntary agreements
A cursory glance at this list suggests that the distributional impacts of different instruments depend on the choice of measure for analysis. If one compares a uniform environmental tax with a site-specific regulation, the former instrument will equalize the marginal cost across sources. This is not necessarily the case for a regulatory measure. A distributional study comparing these two instruments might conclude that the regulatory instrument is more costly, yet in a broader perspective the price for reducing environmental damage in the right places might be worth paying. An environmental tax, for example, is not ideally suited for cases when the damage varies geographically. In such a case, regulations may in practice also be easier to implement, given the complexities of introducing environmental taxes that varies geographically.
Individual Households
We begin with the household and first look at costs and very briefly comment on the benefits of environmental policy. We focus on the costs of environmental policy, even though it is clear that the distributional impacts of natural resources policy may be very important. A framework for analysing the distributional impacts of resource policy is developed in Rose et al (1988) .
To a first-order approximation, one could define the cost of e.g. an environmental tax by looking at the price-change only (for a relevant good); one multiplies the gross price of the good after the tax change with the current consumption level. This is an upper bound, because households invariably are price-responsive and cut their consumption. Such measures will be recognized from popular press coverage of new, or changed, taxes. A lower bound on the cost can be obtained by taking the consumption level after adjustment and multiply this with the new price. This is an underestimate of the true economic cost, because it assumes that the household attaches no value to the consumption that gets lost in the adjustment.
To calculate the lower bound one has to estimate what the new consumption level will be. The upper and lower bound calculated in the way suggested will always bound the true economic cost, which is the loss in consumer surplus. Bounding the costs in this way is sometimes useful, not the least because it invokes minimal assumptions, relative to the way consumer surplus calculations often are made.
It is to be noted that two households with the same consumption level and same income may well adjust differently to higher prices. There are many reasons for this (one household might not be able to switch to public transportation mode, for example), but we highlight the fact here that two households may simply have different preferences, yet their observable characteristics are the same. The consumer surplus approach to defining cost takes different preferences into account. A vegetarian and a meat-consumer with identical economic characteristic presumably have different views on a meat tax. When analyzing the distributional impacts of such a hypothetical tax across income groups it is clear that we need to base economic cost of this policy on a measure that includes differences in preferences, as well as other pertinent differences between households.
To fix ideas, consider the many ways in which a household may be affected by changes of aspiration levels in environmental policy.
• The price of a "directly linked" good is affected. For example, a carbon tax will raise the price of fossil fuels. Thus, transportation and heating costs are directly affected. These will, in turn, vary across households in several dimensions, including preferences, income, the prices of other goods, regionally and so on.
• Prices of other good changes. The household will also be affected as the relative prices of other goods are affected, following market adjustments.
• Income from work. Increased stringency of environmental policy may lead to significant losses of income, at least in the short-run, as some firms are shut-down.
• Other income may be affected. Because households are owners of all firms, profits affect household income. In addition, income from certain natural assets may also be affected by natural resource policies, e.g. changes in forestry laws or zoning restrictions.
• Households may be compensated. Household net income depends on the structure of the prevailing tax-system. Revenues from environmental taxes and permit auctions must, in one way or another, be returned to the economy. Several options have been scrutinized, e.g. reduced payroll-taxes, reduced VAT and lump-sum returns. Each choice maps into different distributional consequences. A quantitative regulation provides no income and therefore no ways of returning to the economy of what is basically a scarcity rent. These issues are discussed below.
• Environmental benefits. These are valued differently by different households, depending on preferences, income and prices of various goods and services. See the companion paper for a detailed discussion.
In a complete study, the benefits and the costs would be analyzed in an integrated way and the incidence of net benefits would be the focal point. It will be useful to keep the limited objective pursued here in mind, when contemplating how the fruits of environmental policy are spread across an economy's households.
Box 1. Earlier studies on the distributional effects of environmental policy
Insights from the earlier literature (up until about 1985) has been summarized as follows.
* Environmental damage is regressively distributed.
* Environmental benefits are progressively distributed.
* The regressive impacts are amplified by indirect links between markets * The net cost of environmental policy is regressive.
See Zimmerman (1986, p. 96) . These conclusions have, to some extent, been modified. See especially the companion paper on environmental benefits.
Empirical Findings at the Household level
Several studies focus on the regressive/progressive nature of carbon-taxation. , Cornwell & Creedy (1997) , Symons, Proops & Gay (1994) and Tiezzi (2001) are examples from Sweden, Australia, England and Italy of household studies. The Australian and Swedish study confirms the view that carbon taxes are regressive. 28 This, however, depends to some extent on how the tax revenues are returned to the economy. Symons, Proops & Gay (1994) who limit their study to carbon taxation of driving fuels is an example of this. For American data, Sipes & Mendelsohn (2001) finds a regressive pattern in the case of a gasoline tax, but another US study by West & Williams (2002) on gasoline taxation suggest that lump-sum return may actually make the tax-package progressive. For Denmark, the comprehensive study by Klinge-Jacobsen (2001) also suggests that gasoline taxation may be progressive. Walls & Hanson (1999) stress the difference between income and life-time income, as discussed above. Kriström et al (2003) shed some light on how carbon sequestration affects the regional distribution of income, under the assumption that a carbon market is available. They calculate net forest growth at a regional level in Sweden. The results show, as expected, a very significant difference compared to current climate policy, which entails taxing carbon. Using the sequestration option implies significant gains for rural areas, i.e. those that lose most on the current policy.
Examples of recent distributional studies at the household level are contained in table 1. 28 The cost is defined as the amount of money that would make the individual indifferent between having and not having the policy. 
Behavioral Responses. Price Elasticity and Income
The cost to a household of environmental policy measures depends to a large extent on substitution possibilities. It is sometimes held that environmental policy imposes unequal burdens, because people in upper-income brackets have more options to adapt (by moving to another location, for example).
29 Johnstone & Alavalapati (1998, p. 16) observe that higher income household will tend to have a higher 29 See e.g. the review by Been (1993) and Hite (2001). price elasticity for household fuels. They go on to observe that such patterns are further aggravated by potential market failures. While there seem to be insulation measures with very high returns, low-income households could face particular difficulties on imperfect capital markets; they may not be able to borrow to the same extent as other types of households. This reinforces the regressivity of environmental policy. It is therefore of interest in a distributional study to examine the price-sensitivity across income-groups. Let us approach this question by looking at some ways of explaining this with some basic economics insights. We then discuss some empirical evidence on this issue.
In their study of gasoline taxes, Sipes & Mendelsohn (2001, p. 304) observe that "Traditionally, economists have assumed that price elasticities are the same for everyone.." From the simplest possible demand structure, i.e. a demand curve linear in price and income (and other characteristics), it follows that the price elasticity decreases with income (as long as higher income increases demand). Intuitively, this seems like a reasonable characterization of consumer behavior in general. The greater our income, it is not unnatural that our demand would be less price-elastic.
A drawback with the linear demand curve is that it is not quite consistent with demand theory, even though it is an often used approximation. Using demand curves that are consistent with economic theory, one can show that price elasticity, income elasticity and substitution elasticity are closely linked (in the two-good case, price elasticity is a weighted sum of the income and substitution elasticities, the weight being the budget share). Under certain assumptions, the variation of the price elasticity mainly comes from variations in the elasticity of substitution, i.e. how difficult it is to substitute between goods from the consumer's point of view, from a good that becomes more expensive. We would then interpret a higher price elasticity as an indicator of a higher elasticity of substitution.
A third way to approach possible varying elasticities is via a theory developed by Ragnar Frisch. A key parameter in this theory is what is called the Frisch parameter. It is the elasticity of the marginal utility of income. 30 Frisch famously argued that it has values of about -10 for the "very poor" ranging all the way up to -0.1 for the richest part of the population. According to Frisch ideas, the price elasticity varies inversely with the Frisch parameter, if the budget-share is constant. This line of inquiry then suggest that for goods with constant budget share, price elasticity will be lower, as we move from higher to lower income.
So what does the empirical evidence tell us about this issue? First of all, the evidence is relatively scant. There are, of course, many studies of household demand, but relatively few that focuses on environmental policy in the dimension of interest here. Cornwell & Creedy (1996, p. 30) , in their analysis of carbon taxation in Australia, find that "..for goods on which lower income earners spend a relatively higher proportion of their budget, the lower income earners have relatively lower price elasticities compared with higher income earners, and therefore have less scope for substitution". Sipes & Mendelsohn (2001) suggests, on the other hand, that higher income decreases price elasticity for gasoline consumption.
31 West (2002) studies instruments for vehicle pollution control, i.e. a gas tax, a size tax and a newness subsidy. She examines price responsiveness by income deciles and finds that lower income households reduce miles to a larger extent than wealthier households; low income households have higher price elasticities for gasoline. She finds that the newness subsidy is regressive, while a tax on gas or miles is progressive over "the bottom half of the income distribution". This result is inter alia due to the fact that lower income households do not own cars to the same extent.
Johnstone & Alavalapati (1998) examine price elasticities for food, citing the quite common result that food consumption is not particularly price-responsive. A very stable relationship exists between income and the food budget-share, showing that it decreases with increasing income (Engel's law). Given the differences in budget-share between "rich" and "poor" households regarding food, environmental taxes on agriculture will then tend to be regressive. The fact that agriculture is subjected to various subsidies could be seen in this light. This will be further discussed in section 3.3.
The study by on the distributional impacts of carbon taxation finds very small differences between price elasticities across income groups. Their results are, to some extent, a consequence of the particular empirical model used. Indeed, the empirical findings often depend on the structure of the model used in the analysis. We are therefore forced into something of an impasse. Neither theory nor empirics allow a robust conclusion about how price elasticities vary across income groups in the case of environmental goods.
Individual Firms
Let us now move to the second "player" at the first level of analysis, i.e. the individual firm. As we have noted above, there is a close link between the household and the firm, because firms are owned by households. Consequently, while we will be discussing how firms are affected by environmental policy, the distributional effects are not independent of ownership structure in the economy. Indeed, lower profits are passed on to owners of the firm in terms of lower return on their invested capital. Furthermore, the extent to which environmental policy affects employment is of course of much relevance to households. In short, while the firm is a logical unit of analysis, we are mostly interested in the distributional impacts on the households of the economy. In the sequel these impacts are sometimes referred to indirectly and we occasionally proceed as if "the firm" had independent interest in our analysis of distributional issues.
Environmental policy affects the firm through prices on inputs and output, but also its technology, depending on the specifics of regulation. In some cases, environmental regulations also include the level of production. Consider a simple example, in which an environmental tax is levied on an input of production, a common example in countries where such taxes are used. There are two effects at the level of the firm. First a substitution effect at every given level of production. The relative price for the taxed input is higher, so the firm substitutes away from this input.
Under the weak assumption of cost-minimization, this substitution will be observed quite independent of ownership structure. For example, domestic heating plants in Sweden conform to this behaviour; see Brännlund & Kriström (2001) . Because of the particular ownership structure (i.e. the plants are owned by the municipality), profit-maximization is not possible and prices are set to average cost.
The slightly stronger assumption of profit-maximization implies an output effect; the profit-maximizing firm will lower its output in response to an input tax. Substitution possibilities depend on the particulars of the technology. In some cases, such as in the metallurgy sector, it is impossible to reduce carbon emissions by substitution in the process of making steel from iron. This may explain why process emissions are often completely exempted from e.g. carbon taxes.
From a distributional perspective there is a difference between a regulatory measure and an incentive based instrument at the level of the firm. Without environmental policy, the firm will expand emissions until the marginal benefit is zero; the firm is provided one input for free. A regulation of emissions is a constraint on the use of this free input. For example, suppose the firm used 20 units in the status quo and a regulation stipulated a maximum use of 10 units. The cost to the firm of the quantitative regulation is the difference between the levels of profits with and without regulation. Suppose, instead, that a tax was imposed on this input such that the goal of 10 units is reached. The difference is now that the firm will have to pay a tax on the remaining emissions, i.e. 10 units. Clearly, from the point of view of the firm, the regulatory measure is preferred, because profits must be higher.
Figure 2 The difference between a regulation and an environmental tax from a firm's point of view
One can take the view that the tax cum regulation discussion is simply a debate about how the scarcity rent should be distributed. The rent can be distributed to households via the tax or remain with the firm's owners under a regulation. There is potentially a long-run difference regarding the number of firm at the market-level, which we will return to in the next section.
We can also examine emission permits from the point of view of the firm. If the permits are grandfathered to the firm, this means that the scarcity rent stays with the firm, according to the discussion above. Alternatively, if the permits are auctioned, the rent will be captured by the seller of permits, so that the revenues are returned to the taxpayers. Thus, from a distributional point of view, auctioned permits are equivalent to taxes. From the firm's perspective it also follows that a regulatory measure is equivalent to a grandfathered permit. Of course, the firm can sell the permits at market value.
An environmental subsidy could be constructed in several ways. There are subsidies for capital-investment as lump-sums or those that affect revenues or costs at the margin. Subsidies can thus be constructed as investment tax credits, accelerated depreciation for pollution control equipment, but arguably also via energy tax exemptions. Wind power is subsidized in several ways in certain countries (e.g. Denmark and Sweden). From the firm's point of view, a subsidy can be viewed as a negative of a tax, and much the same analysis applies. A difference arises at the market level, and we return to this in the next section.
Individual Markets
A more stringent environmental policy will affect the cost of production and therefore the price households pay for the good or service they buy from the firms. Indeed, sooner or later the costs for environmental improvements will be passed on to the households through higher market prices. This impact is quite independent of the particular instrument used to reach the environmental goal. Put simply, there are no free lunches. The analysis in this section shows how markets adjust to environmental policy, how costs are passed on and gives a glimpse of firm dynamics. Thus, in addition to showing how the market price of a good will be affected (and hence the cost of consumption), the analysis also suggests employment effects, as workers become (temporarily) unemployed when (and if) certain firms exit the market.
Let us illustrate how an optimal environmental policy imposes distributional effects, in terms of affecting the firms in a given market. Recall that we assume no impacts on any other market. Suppose for simplicity that social damage is proportional to the level of production. We impose an environmental tax, here as a tax on production. In the upper panel, we illustrate how firm 1 exits the market, while firm 2 remains in the market, albeit with lower profits.
Figure 3. Distributional effects of environmental policy at the market level
In the lower part of the panel we show how these mechanisms come into play at the market level. Thus, we add the demand side, along with the social cost of the negative externality associated with production. Consumer price increases while firm's net price is lower; the difference is the tax payed per unit of product. The environmental policy is optimal, because the price is set to social marginal cost (rather than private marginal cost, as in the status quo).
We may well note that the policy is optimal in the sense that the sum of the benefits exceed the sum of the costs. Figure 3 shows that (an optimal) environmental policy must have distributional impacts. Firms will stay or exit the market, depending on the particulars of technology choices made earlier. Households face a higher market price, lose jobs in the exiting firms and are exposed to a lower rate of return on the factors that they own in this particular market.
It is of some interest in a distributional study to disentangle how the unavoidable costs for environmental quality improvement varies across policy instruments. Even if the total cost is the same across instruments (which is quite unlikely in practice), it is not necessarily the case that environmental taxes, permits or quantitative regulations impose the same burden across households and firms. We therefore use these ideas above to study distributional impacts of instrument choice, assuming again that the repercussions stay within the market under study.
32 Thus, we simplify by leaving out the details of the individual firms and simplify further by assuming constant costs. The latter assumption means that there will be no impacts on firm's profits; competition assures that any excess profit will be absorbed by entry of new firms.
Consider the following instruments, introduced to reach the target;
• Environmental tax
• Permit trading (grandfathered or auctioned)
• Regulation
• Environmental subsidy
The following table and figure summarizes the distributional impacts of different policy instruments: 
Table 2. Distributional impacts of different policy instruments (a partial equilibrium view). Numbers correspond to areas in

Figure 4. Distributional impacts of different policy instruments
A number of simplifications have been used to make the figure as tidy as possible. Note that we have assumed that all instruments bring about exactly the same improvement in environmental quality. This is a rather strong assumption in the case of price instruments, given the fact that it is more difficult in practice to reach a target with an environmental tax. The cost of reaching the target is also the same across the instruments. As we have argued this assumption does not square well with the evidence; economic instruments are typically more efficient. We here allow prices to change explicitly at the level of the market, so that the economic costs are split between sellers and buyer in proportion to their priceelasticities. Because households own the firms, one may again argue that this distinction between firms and households is quite meaningless, yet there is at least a pedagogical advantage of keeping the distinction here.
The gain to society from the environmental quality improvement is area 4+5+6 and in this case the differences between the instruments are the financial distributional effects. Beginning with the environmental tax, consumers lose areas 2+3+4, a loss that can be mitigated by returning the tax revenues 2+3 to them. Consumers must pay a part of the cost of improving the environment via price increases that arise when firms pass on the tax. Auctioning permits is equivalent from a distributional point of view to using a tax in this example. A grandfathering of permits again simply means a transfer of rents from consumers to firms (the area 2+3). A regulation nets no tax revenue, so provides no revenues that can be used for compensatory reductions of taxes (or increases in subsidies).
Intuitively, there could be a difference between these cases over the long run. If the rent is captured by firms rather than taxed away, this will attract resources to the regulated sector (relative to the tax case or auctioned permits), such that one can expect a larger number of firms in the long run under a regulatory scheme. Some economists have therefore argued that consumers benefit from emission limit regulations since one expects relatively higher output and therefore lower prices, see Helfand (1999) for a review. Note, however, that these resources are "stolen away" from other parts of the economy; the relatively higher output requires resources that must be taken from somewhere. Thus, other goods may well become relatively more expensive. It should also be noted that a grandfathering scheme could make entry to the sector more difficult than otherwise. The long-run impact of grandfathering is therefore not clear.
Let us sum up the discussion so far. From a distributional perspective there are differences between policy instruments. We take the view here that the differences are mainly how the rent is distributed. Grandfathering leaves the rent with the firms receiving the permits, while e.g. taxes turn the rent over to households.
Turn now to subsidies. The firms are given a subsidy such that they are induced to abate an amount equivalent to a fulfilment of the target. A subsidy has to be paid by taxes. If it is financed in a non-lump sum manner, this invokes additional social costs. 33 The distributional financial implications of a non-lump sum tax increase, say the VAT versus the income tax, will be touched upon below (albeit in a different context, when we discuss revenue-recycling). The long-run impacts of subsidies are of particular interest. The celebrated Baumol-Oates (1988) result holds that emissions may actually be higher in the long run under a subsidy scheme. The reason is that the subsidy attracts additional firms into the sector. While each firm emits less, the sum of emissions may actually be larger.
Given the importance of subsidies and their close link to environmental issues, a few additional comments will be made about them. Some subsidies can be labelled "environmentally harmful", although this label has no exact definition. The fact that agriculture receives significant subsidies in many countries (in numerous ways) and ordinarily does not pay its external costs, certainly motivates the use of this label in this case. As noted by O'Brien & Vourc'h (2001) "Removing the special treatment of the agricultural sector -concerning especially its effects on water pollution and the price it pays for water -would be a major step towards improved policy consistency". It is not difficult to find other examples of "harmful subsidies", see e.g. the list compiled by Panayotou (1998, p. 69), who notes four advantages of phasing them out; freeing up budgetary resources, improving economic growth, removing a progressive instrument (arguing that such subsidies generally favors the rich) and promoting environmental quality.
Pursuing distributional objectives through (directly or indirectly) subsidizing certain activities has additional drawbacks. Let us consider a somewhat intricate example when income distributional objectives conflict with other objectives. Leaded fuels have been subsidized (in at least one country) on distributional grounds with the argument that only the high-income earners could afford cars that run on the non-leaded fuel. This sort of subsidy confuses the role of prices as signals of scarcity with the income-distributional objective. The subsidized fuel is less expensive at the pump, but the societal cost (which includes the negative externalities) has to be picked up by somebody. Ironically, this burden might well fall disproportionally on the group that was financially favored. 34 Moreover, lead has an effect on learning ability. Consequently, a very real cost of the subsidy might well fall on children, which certainly is a nonintended side-effect.
To sum up: from an environmental economics perspective, subsidies should ordinarily be used when an activity is associated with a positive externality. In other cases, subsidies may lead to unintended effects such as higher rather than lower emissions. It is important to take a comprehensive look at the total economic impact of a subsidy scheme. Getting the prices wrong, as the "harmful environmental subsidies" suggests, implies a misallocation of resources and may well lead to unintended distribution of the total social cost, notwithstanding other distributional objectives.
The empirical evidence: a cross-instrument comparison
Regarding the empirical findings across instrument, the evidence is scant. To OECD (1994) and Tietenberg (1995), we might add that Markandya (1998, p. 469) , in his survey of distributional issues in environmental policy, argues that permit markets in the U.S. are beneficial for households in lower income brackets. Helfand (1999, p. 229) discusses some empirical examples that support the notion that distributional concerns tend to favour the use of standards over taxes. Her examples include cases when the price of certain goods becomes relatively lower.
We have little by way of empirical information regarding their distributional impact of information programs, let alone their relative efficiency. The same is true for voluntary agreements. To this one could add certain kinds of tax differentiations that normally do not enter the environmental economics literature. Recently, there have been a number of proposals on VAT-differentiation, e.g. lower VAT on ecologically labelled goods. Evidence is scarce on the distributional impacts of "ecological" VAT-differentiation. An informed guess would be that such a reform might well be progressive, presuming that the budget-share for eco-labelled goods is increasing in income.
Economic instruments vs. alternative measures and the regressivity issue
Are standard economic instruments in environmental policy necessarily more regressive than the alternative policy measures? As we have seen, there is ample evidence that environmental taxes are regressive (with the caveat that this really depends on how the tax revenues are recycled). But alternative policies, such as energy conservation programs (with indirect environmental benefits), may certainly be a boon to richer households and a burden to the less well off. This, at least, is what Sutherland (1994) finds in his study of electric utility demand side management (DSM) programs. Such programs involve various efforts to affect household's consumption of electricity. They may include load management technologies, rebates to investment in alternative energy sources, insulation measures and so on and so forth. In short, they can be viewed as subsidies that affect electricity consumption. These subsidies more often than not end up at the hands of richer households in Sutherland's study, notwithstanding the fact that low-income earners live in less energy-efficient housing (and may therefore enjoy relatively larger electricity savings). In short, richer households participate more frequently in the subsidy programs. The flip side of the coin is that the costs of DSM are picked up by all consumers, not the least the non-participating poorer households; hence the regressivity. To summarize, while economic instruments in environmental policy are often found to have regressive impacts, alternative policies are by no means immune to such distributional impacts.
Different market and ownership structures
In the standard analysis of environmental policy, as well as in our analysis above, markets are typically assumed to be competitive. We therefore close this section by commenting briefly on other kinds of market structures. The case is certainly empirically relevant (consider water regulation and district heating plants, both containing many examples of monopolies). As a benchmark we compare the two extreme solutions, the competitive market and the monopoly market. In the long run, prices will be forced down to minimum average cost if the market is competitive. Not so in the monopoly case (assuming now that a monopoly is allowed to maximize profits), when prices will be higher. In the intermediate case when the market is an oligopoly, the market price will be found somewhere in between those two extremes.
If we allow the ownership structure to include publicly owned companies, impacts of environmental policy depends on the assumed objective of the public company; profit-maximization, cost-minimization or some other objective (like covering average variable cost). From an efficiency perspective, prices should be set at marginal (not average) cost. When average costs are declining in the relevant market interval, marginal cost pricing means that the company makes a loss. Conversely, rising average costs implies that the company makes a profit using marginal cost pricing. Either way, the company may be not be allowed to make profits and must set price to average cost. Consequently, depending on the cost structure average cost pricing implies either lower or higher prices, compared to efficient pricing. In turn, this will have distributional consequences.
It is possible to invoke a pricing rule that takes on any efficiency-equity trade-off directly, as in Feldstein (1972) . His idea implies different pricing rules for necessary and luxury services. As we have seen, if there are negative externalities one must thread lightly and consider the total social cost of pursuing distributional objectives via the price system.
Interrelated Markets at the Sector Level
Because markets are interrelated, environmental policy may have impacts in several markets not directly affected by a policy measure. This means that the distributional impacts of environmental policy become somewhat more subtle. When markets adjust and the impacts cascades throughout the economy, any policy measure may generate "winners" and "losers" in ways not always transparent initially. It is natural to begin by analyzing a given sector of the economy, assuming that repercussions mostly stay within the sector. Thus, we will show how a policy targeted at one industry in a given sector generates "winners" and "losers" within the sector, proceeding again with the implicit assumption that these benefits and costs will sooner or later end up in the hands of the households. Mapping gains and losses from industries in a sector to corresponding financial impacts on households is, in principle, not difficult. We need to know the distribution of ownership and "who works where". Such information can be collected in a social accounting matrix (SAM), which is our proposed way of putting the suggested framework together. We will return to the SAM after having completed our household-firm, market, sector and "whole economy" analysis.
A concrete example will be useful. Suppose we are contemplating a tax on chlorine input to the pulp & paper industry. For simplicity, we limit the discussion to forest owners, sawmills and the pulp & paper industry. A moment of reflection reveals that the chlorine input tax will be a boon to sawmills, while forest owners are bound to make losses. The pulp & paper industry will shift some of the cost of the tax backwards in the supply chain and pay a lower price for the pulpwood; the higher consumer price on chorine lowers the demand for pulpwood input. Given a lower demand for pulpwood, it will then be relatively more profitable for the forest-owner to sell additional quantities of sawnwood to sawmill owners. This, in turn, will tend to depress the price of logs. Consequently, forest owners will suffer lower profits, the same is true for the pulp & paper mills, while profits increase in sawmills because a key input has become less expensive. The lower demand for pulpwood will depress its price and affect the demand for chlorine in "a second round" of market repercussions. In turn, we find that the environmental tax on chlorine does not bite in quite the same way as when we had no interconnections between markets. The reason is that market repercussions affect another input, when pulpwood becomes less expensive.
Thus, there are two "losers" and one "winner". The losing forest owner and the winning sawmill owners are disconnected from the environmental policy goal of reducing chlorine emissions. Relative to the analysis that did not take the relationships in the sector into account, the environment is also a "loser". This is because emissions of chlorine will be relatively larger, compared to the standard partial equilibrium analysis. It is clear that a distributional analysis focussing only on the cost of the environmental policy to the pulp & paper industry, i.e. an analysis following the lines described earlier in the paper, paints a too limited picture.
To illustrate the approach, we use the example in Brännlund & Kriström (1996) . They view the forest sector as consisting of forest owners, sawmills and pulp & paper industry and study a chlorine tax, using the framework above. The effects on the forest owners and the sawmills in terms of roundwood prices and volumes of a chlorine tax are illustrated in Table 3 . As expected, the pulpwood volume is reduced; the demand from pulp & paper industry is lowered by the chlorine tax. The empirical results confirm our intuition; forest owners find it more profitable to supply more sawnwood, hence the increase of sawtimber volume. Pulpwood price is lowered essentially because of the lowered demand from pulp & paper mills while sawtimber price decreases as a consequence of increased supply. From this we conclude that forest owners profits will decrease and (owners of) sawtimber mills enjoy a higher profit. However, the emissions of chlorine will be higher than what is predicted with the no-repercussions assumption.
We can summarize the distributional impacts by using the concept of the "observed" demand curve. It makes it possible to represent all market repercussions into a single diagram, which depicts the actually demand quantities of a good. Thus, for all possible configurations of prices in the economy we plot a curve relating the price and quantity of the good in question. An example is given in figure 5 .
Figure 5. Distributional analysis and market repercussions; the "observed" demand curve
To explain this figure, let us continue with our chlorine example above (the argument is, of course, completely general). Suppose that the demand curve for chlorine is initially given by D in Figure 4 , and the price of chlorine is initially w 0 . The industry will thus consume chlorine at point A. A tax on chlorine, resulting in price w 1 will result in a reduction in chlorine demand to point B in the figure. Without repercussions on other markets, the analysis is exactly equal to the partial equilibrium case. Thus, the distributional analysis of Figure 2 is a special case of our more general model. When the price of pulpwood decreases, the demand for chlorine will shift outward to D 1 . The observed demand for chlorine will then be at point C.
35 35 This argument does not depend on whether or not chlorine is a substitute or complement to e.g. the pulpwood input.
The effect on profits in the partial equilibrium case is given by the area bounded by prices w 0 , w 1 and the demand curve, i.e. the area + . The total change of profits in all markets in the sector is given by the area bounded by the observed demand curve, i.e. + + + .Consequently, the difference between the partial and sector analysis boils down to how much the observed demand is pivoted to the right. In turn, the extent of this pivot depends on the specifics of each market in the analyzed sector. An important parameter is the cost-share of the targeted input. If the cost-share is small, a partial equilibrium analysis often provides a useful first-order approximation. In such cases, the analyst may conveniently disregard the market repercussions and therefore simplify the distributional analysis substantially.
This framework can be used to analyze different kinds of environmental policies when market linkages are of interest. We illustrate this by considering an exemption from a general energy tax. If renewable energy sources are "subsidized" in this way, it will have an impact on the competitiveness of all sectors that compete for the same basic input. It has been argued that in a forest rich country subsidizing forest residues will have no impact on other actors using the wood resource as an input. This is plainly not true, because it depends on the relative profitability of using wood resources in various activities. If other energy inputs than biomass to a district heating plants are taxed, the plant will substitute towards less expensive inputs. If these inputs are labelled wood residues, pulpwood or even sawnwood does, in principle, not matter. Only the relative profitability is of interest; it might well be cheaper to use sawnwood as an input rather than oil, if the latter is taxed sufficiently highly.
Interrelated Sectors -Economy-wide Models
The final step of the analysis is to allow all markets of the economy to interact. In a general equilibrium model, the economy is interpreted as a system of mutually dependent markets. A change which at a first glance only seems to affect one market, can in practice affect all markets in the economy. This perspective has several advantages. Experience shows that many indirect and complex relationships are revealed that otherwise can be difficult to disentangle with alternative approaches.
Consider a carbon tax as an example. Companies with increased costs will shift some of these costs onto the buyers of their products. If agriculture uses a significant amount of fossil fuels and experiences a carbon tax increase, parts of this will be shifted towards slaughterhouses and others that demand agricultural products. The cost of distributing the goods on roads will also rise, costs that sooner or later will have to be paid by the households. Analogously, should the proceeds from the carbon tax be used to cut labor taxes, it is reasonable to expect that goods that are relatively "labour-intensive" will fetch a relatively lower price. Prices on haircuts and consulting services may therefore fall. Such reductions will end up in the hands of the households, much in the same way as households in the end must pay the costs of higher taxes. With this perspective, it is again clear that the distributional implications of environmental policy can be rather subtle. Furthermore, it is sometimes very useful to allow for links between (all) the actors of the economy, when carrying out distributional studies.
Computable General Equilibrium Model (CGE)-model are often used for empirical work. Such models are useful for several reasons. For example, there are many advantages with a model where revenues and expenditures of different agents are treated in a consistent way. It is useful when assessing "who wins" and "who loses" from green tax reform. For one thing, one is able to shed light on the interaction between different tax bases. Thus, if fossil fuels are subject to an energy tax and a carbon tax, increasing the latter tax will lower the revenues generated by the energy tax. In turn, it may no longer be possible to lower a distortionary tax to the extent planned "initially". A carbon tax change can also affect the value added tax and other tax revenues. In principle, such tax-interaction effects can easily be handled within the general equilibrium framework.
To sum up: because an economy consists of interrelated markets, implying in any realistic economy a set of interdependent tax-bases, we sometimes need a general equilibrium perspective to be able to unravel the distributional consequences of environmental policy. Disregarding such links can be defended, as we have seen, in cases where the environmental reform is taken to be "small" relative to the size of the economy.
Some of the limitations with applying these models need to be mentioned. Most current CGE-models focus the cost-side. In other words, they shed light on how firms and household adjust to permutations of the taxsystem and the cost this entails, c.f. figure 1. Few models include the environmental benefits in a consistent manner (if at all). An exception is Sieg et al (2001) , who study the benefits of environmental improvement in a general equilibrium framework. They show with an example from Los Angeles how environmental improvements affect the housing market. This has distributional implications, e.g. the low-income households will have to pay a higher rent induced by the environmental improvement. Over the long-run this often changes the distribution of income in a certain area, as low-income earners can no longer afford the increased cost of living caused by environmental improvements.
Some of the uncertainties that by necessity arise should be also mentioned. In particular, the models build on demand and supply schedules whose shapes cannot be known with certainty. One cannot, ex ante, know exactly how consumers and companies will react to a change in the tax system. If the demand and supply schedules are specified incorrectly in the model, this source of error can be propagated in the model, which further complicates predictions about the level of different variables. Finally, CGE-models seldom include a full description of prevailing tax systems which is a drawback in certain cases, not the least when interpreting the regressivity/progressivity of revenue-neutral tax reforms.
There are many examples of models where the economy and ecological systems interact. For example, there are several models highlighting interactions between the climatic system and the economic system, but they ordinarily do not include distributional issues.
36 Some models portray how environmental deterioration affect productivity, so that e.g. increased acidification lowers productivity, as in Bergman & Hill (2000) . Including such linkages is of independent value that sometimes yields useful insights in a distributional analysis. Consider, for example, the distribution of property rights over a natural resource such as lichen. These are the main fodder for the domesticated reindeer in e.g. northern Scandinavia and can be found only on old (i.e. ready-to-cut) trees. In order to portray how changes of forest policy affects reindeer husbandry, it is useful to obtain some understanding of the links between lichen and forest growth. The change in the stock of lichen is a function of the number of old trees, itself a function of the state of the relevant markets and the prevailing regulatory framework. Changing the current property rights such that reindeer owners have the right to lichen have significant distributional implications, as the study by Parks et al (2001) shows. See also Boman et al (2003) . Bostedt (2002) argues that there exist a policy choice such that reindeer owners and forest owners losses are minimized, relative to the prevailing (forestry-based) distribution of property rights. There is a "middle way", involving some restrictions on cutting. Disallowing cutting of old trees, or allowing for "tree mining" are options of less merit, according to Bostedts (2002) calculations.
The following table summarizes the results from a number of economy-wide models where distributional concerns have been included in the analysis. The models we discuss are essentially conventional economic models, where certain aspects of energy goods or the like have been highlighted. Environmental policy in most applied general equilibrium models is no different from analysis of ordinary tax policy. Most studies of environmental taxation in models that allow for market repercussions conclude that such taxes are regressive. The sample of studies shown above suggests that there exist options for reducing unwanted distributional impacts by targeted measures. For example, Bovenberg & Goulder (2002) calculates that a carbon dioxide tax can be introduced in the US industry without significant distributional impacts, should the tax be combined with exemptions or grandfathering. 37 We will return to a more detailed discussion about the possibility of how different revenue-replacement instruments can be used to mitigate distributional concerns in section 4.
Box 2. The effects of environmental policies on related markets through changes in environmental quality
Environmental policy, like any other policy, may have effects on various markets, e.g. certain asset markets. For example, if reduction of "acid rain" has a beneficial effect on the current and future state of forests, this will have an impact on profits in the forest sector. A large literature documents the relationship between housing prices and environmental quality38. Roback (1982) is particularly interesting, because she disentangles links between different markets; changes of environmental quality have effects on the labor market. Furthermore, there is large literature on the links between health and environmental quality. Health-related costs include direct medical expenditures, production losses as well as the personal sufferings. An example is Künzli et al. (2000) , who estimate that 40,000 people die every year from the effects of air pollution in three European countries (Austria, France and Switzerland). A general finding from studies on the external costs of air pollution is that chronic (i.e. total) mortality dominates. In the case of the ExternE program about 80% of the particulate matter, sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides external costs can be attributed to chronic mortality.39 A recent study by Pope et al (2002) provides a link between external health costs and certain demographic factors using U.S. data on individuals within an ongoing prospective mortality study (starting 1982) . While they present estimates of relative risks across socio-economic factors, income is not included among those. There is some support for the notion that external costs fall disproportionally on the poorer part of the population, see Johnstone & Alavalapati (1998) (for a review of older literature, see Zimmerman (1986) ).
As an aside, it can be mentioned that there are studies that explore links between the shape of the income distribution and health status; an uneven income distribution implies higher health-costs according to Lynch et al (1998) . For a critical overview of this literature, see Gravelle (1998) . 38 Surveys of this literature can be found in Freeman (1993) . 39 Thanks to Ari Rabl for providing this information.
Box 3. Co-benefits of environmental policy
A number of papers estimate the co-benefits from environmental policy, i.e. any reduction of environmental pressure that originates from other sources than the one targeted in a specific policy. A survey of work on climate policy appears e.g. in Bye, Kverndook & Rosendahl (2002) . They include 11 studies in their survey, displaying very significant variations (from 2 -508 USD/ton carbon, in 1996 prices). These differences depend on methodology and the coverage. Some studies include a wide range of pollutants, while other studies limit themselves to two pollutants. Models also differ in terms of the benefits included. Some studies are limited to health benefits, while other include recreational values, traffic and vegetation. Kverndokk & Rosendahl (2000) survey the same literature with focus on the Nordic countries, UK and Ireland. They conclude that the ancillary benefits are in the same order of magnitude as the costs. Burtraw et al (2001) claim that the ancillary health benefits from a 25 USD/ t carbon tax in the US is about 12-14 USD.
While the co-benefits from environmental policy tend to paint a more positive picture of the net costs of a particular action, some care in interpretation of the results is warranted. To see this, let us make an analogy with two private goods, a computer and DVDs. If the price of computers decreases, we expect that the demand for DVDs increases. However, as long as the price of DVDs is constant, we cannot add the resulting increase in consumer surplus for DVDs. This would be a kind of double-counting of the benefits to consumers of less expensive computers. Indeed, if we increased the number of consumer goods, we can by a judicious choice of them find that decreasing the price of computers provides a very substantial "cobenefit", in terms of increased consumer surplus for other goods (assuming constant prices on other goods than computers). Turning to environmental issues, consider the case of sulphur-and carbon emissions. Suppose both types of emissions are taxed. Consider an increase in the carbon tax and assume that the sulphur-tax is set correctly in the status quo. If we increase the carbon tax there will be less carbon emissions but also a co-benefit of reduced sulphur-emissions. Because there is also a cost associated with reducing sulphur-emissions, it is quite possible that adding both benefits would be an overstatement of the net benefits to society of the carbon policy. In the case of DVDs, it is true that the demand for them will increase, but if prices are constant, this benefit is exactly balanced by the costs of adding resources to their production. In summary, it would seem prudent to interpret co-benefits carefully when thinking about the costs and benefits of environmental policy. Lutter & Shogren (2002) argue that the ancillary benefits of carbon reductions suggest that we need a "tradable permit tariff" on carbon if one actually wants to include ancillary benefits of climate change. This is because the ancillary benefits implies a wedge between the marginal benefits of reducing carbon emissions and the marginal costs (in a market for carbon, price will equal marginal costs, but the price is an underestimate of the marginal benefit if there are ancillary benefits). The co-benefits actually transforms a global problem to one that includes local problems, hence the wedge. Without the co-benefits, the benefit of carbon reduction is independent of where this reduction takes place.
Putting it all together
Depending on the objectives of a particular study of distributional issues, one may select to use any of the methods displayed in the previous sections of this chapter. Yet, there is a certain advantage of having a method for consistent data-handling that could serve as a starting point for empirical enquiries, no matter which particular set of models the problem at hand seems to require.
The basic building block is a SAM -a Social Accounting Matrix -which can be used to summarize the data in a compact way. The national accounts can be viewed as a particular SAM, in which pertinent data about the economy is collected into a matrix. A SAM is typically an aggregation of data, so that income and outlays for a particular group of households are displayed. This is because it is useful to obtain a birdseye view of the policy under consideration, such that the various links between the economy (and the environment) are easy to see. The consistency imposed by a SAM on the data often allows one to intuitively disentangle important indirect effects of policy change. For a recent survey of SAM-frameworks for environmental policy analysis, see Lenzen & Schaeffer (2002) . SAMs used to study issues related to income distribution appear e.g. in Keuning & Thorbecke (1989) . Rose et al (1988) use an essentially SAMbased approach to study the link between income distribution and natural resource use.
There are many ways to construct a SAM. Consider a simplistic example, portraying a number of pertinent dimensions of our analysis. Presume that two goods X and Y are produced using inputs K and L. Thus, X = f(K,L) and correspondingly for Y, where f(K,L) is a production function. The household is endowed with K and L that they sell in the respective markets. Income is the return on these assets. We also assume that environmental quality is valued positively by households and include environmental quality in the asset base. Constructing a SAM for this economy requires finding data on production, income and the value of environmental quality, each in monetary terms. For the sake of illustration, a set of numbers have been put in the table below. The first column shows the value of production in X and the cost of inputs K and L. The first row suggest that consumer produce "welfare" by consuming what the X-sector produces. The second row-column pair displays this information for the Y-sector. Note that X is capital-intensive and Y is labor-intensive (X buys 25 units of labor and 75 units of capital, Y buys 75 units of labor and 25 units of capital). Household ("full") income is made up of capital, labor and environment endowments, as suggested by the last three rows and the final column. For the typical analysis of financial distributional effects, income is defined over market assets only. The example here suggests a generalization of the income concept which may or may not be relevant in a given distributional study.
In order to carry out a distributional analysis, it would be a straightforward matter to disaggregate the household account into informative subsets. In other words, we can put a magnifying glass on the household account and break it into homogenous groups across income. For example, one may want to assemble data on rural/urban households and scrutinize distributional issues in this dimension. The SAM would display e.g. differences in endowments, consumption patterns and different preferences regarding environmental quality, together with a snapshot of sector technologies.
A SAM is not a model, so that the imposition of a structure in terms of a model is a separate activity. There are numerous ways of providing a structure that enables one to map the consequences of environmental policy onto a SAM. Input-output analysis is one possibility, non-linear models in the CGE-tradition is another. The SAM serves as a framework and a focal point for analysis. A team of economists could focus on how to impose the various economic structures (production and utility functions), while natural scientists could help forming opinions about the link between the ecological and economic systems. In our simplistic example, the latter would involve discussion of the link between environmental quality and production in, say, the X-sector. A policy change directed towards the externality has impacts on the whole economy and the complex sequence of direct and indirect effects can, in principle, be disentangled. This includes the direct and indirect effect of taxes which we have touched upon and will return to below. Dasgupta (2001, p. 201) , in a developing country context, discuss how forest concessions in the uplands of a watershed could result in damages on low-income farmers downstream (via siltation, increased incidence of flooding, etc). If the forest merchant is not charged for the externality inflicted, one effectively subsidises forest cutting at the expense of the potentially poor farmer and fishermen. Eventually, the income losses would show up in the standard account, but the SAM-approach provides a vehicle for shedding light on market and non-market links in a direct way. Thus, while we are mainly concerned with the financial distributive effects of environmental policy, we believe that there is merit in including nonmarket goods and services in this discussion.
The SAM-framework proposed here is closely linked to the literature on "green accounting". Over the past 30 years several countries have developed their own set of "green" accounting systems via their statistical offices, and international organizations such as the OECD, the World Bank and Eurostat have contributed to the development of ``greener'' accounts. The UN, through its statistical office, has developed an extensive System of Environmental and Economic Accounts (SEEA) that complements and extends the System of National Accounts (SNA). In principle, these efforts provide a consistent information system that allows a broad set of analyses to be made. The theoretical underpinning for the structure of such a system has been set out in Dasgupta, Kriström & Mäler (1995) , yielding a rather different structure compared to that suggested in the SEEA. A recent survey of the literature appears in Heal & Kriström (2003) . It should be noted that there are a wide range of different proposals and the literature has not yet converged on the final structure of environmental accounts, let alone the appropriate SAM for analysing environment-economy interactions. This is essentially because the proposals appear to be addressing different questions. While the SEEA can be viewed as an expansion of the SNA and its Keynesian connotations, the proposal in e.g. Dasgupta, Kriström & Mäler (1995) has a different measurement objective; welfare change (as approximated by a linear index called NNP). This is not the right place to discuss the subtleties of green accounting, but to indicate the usefulness of a SAM as a starting point for environmental policy analysis.
Policy Responses
There are a number of policy options available that can be used to confront unwanted distributional impacts. Barde & Braathen (2002) identify three general kinds of measures; mitigation, compensation and tax shifts. Mitigation includes changing the structure of taxation (e.g. lower rates, exemptions related to the income level), compensation could include lump sum or targeted subsidies and tax shifts would involve the reduction of other taxes (e.g. labor taxes).
Let us begin by noting that the impacts of environmental policy depends on whether it targets a private good (say a petrol tax), or whether the policy is directed towards investment in e.g. a municipally owned sewage treatment plant. However, we will focus mostly market goods in the sequel. In the sequel we discuss a number of those options, including various special forms of regulations.
Using various tax replacement options
Using various exemptions and grandfathering policies
Using subsidies and special kinds of regulations
Tax Replacement Options
Because revenues from taxes or auctions must eventually be returned to the economy, such instruments can all be discussed under some replacement option. In general, the superior replacement rule is "no earmarking", because it provides maximum flexibility. Thus, whatever the most important need happens to be at a certain point in the time, the "no ear-marking" rule ensures that tax resources can be allocated to its most beneficial end. There seem to be small advantages from introducing fixed ear-marking rules, assuming that tax revenues are used prudently under a more flexible scheme. Yet, there are quite a few proposals on just how the revenues are to be recycled, including ear-marking them for energy saving investments, R&D in pollution control, environmental tax exemptions and perhaps most prominently lowering labor taxes. These issues have been discussed at great length in various recent OECD-documents (see Barde & Braathen (2002) for references), so we can be relatively brief here.
These proposals originate to some extent in the literature on the "double-dividend". There is a first dividend from increasing an environmental tax, the environmental improvement. A second dividend comes about from the possibility of decreasing distortionary taxes. After some initial enthusiasm, the literature is now slightly less optimistic as to net benefits of swapping narrow and broad tax bases. Thus, Goulder et al (1997 Goulder et al ( , 1999 suggest that pre-existing taxes raises the cost of environmental policies. Similar statements appear in Bovenberg and de Moijj (1994) . The empirical evidence is not conclusive, however. It is possible to find studies that show a positive welfare gain from an environmental-distortionary tax swap, but perhaps slightly easier to find studies that do not.
Our concern here is not with the existence of a double-dividend, but rather some policy options that can be used to mitigate distributional concerns. The examples invariably concern results from the double-dividend literature, which has focused on climate policy. The results could still give some useful indications for other policy areas as well. The following table summarizes a number of options, and some empirical insights. There is fairly substantive support in the literature that labour-carbon tax swaps are regressive. As we have seen, this conclusion is quite independent of whether or not we allow for market repercussions. However, an important motivation for such tax swaps is that they may improve the workings of labour markets. The empirical support for this proposition is, however, not very strong. Nickell & Bell (1996) show that the correlation between unit costs of labour and labour taxes is weak among the 13 different OECD-countries studied. The fundamental reason why labour-taxes do not seem to have a significant effect on the level of employment, is, according to the authors, that such taxes tend to be shifted towards the employees. Calmfors & Holmlund (2000) quote a number of studies that also indicate that lower labour taxes may not reduce wage costs. If correct, such results suggest that we should not expect a large impact on the labour market from a green tax swap. Bovenberg & Van der Ploeg (1993) show, however, that a "green" tax swap can reduce unemployment, in a model where one of the factors of production is fixed, if the tax burden falls predominantly on the non-flexible factor.
The Swedish Green Tax Commission (SOU 1997:11) recognized that the significant difference between the broad labour-tax base and the narrow carbon tax base implies small impacts on the labour market; the available reduction of the tax on labour is very small. The Swedish Commission examined the possibility of targeting the tax reduction towards the relatively labour-intensive service-sectors. Targeting a tax-swap in this way comes at a price, given the fact that labour resources will be artificially induced to move to the service sectors. This entails a welfare loss, because the marginal returns of a factor are not equalized across sectors. In the long run this policy therefore entails risks, as labour resources are "trapped" in the service sector. Furthermore, this also means a higher burden for certain energy-intensive sectors, because they receive no tax reductions. The adjustment costs can therefore be higher under the selective scenario, costs that are difficult to quantify. Nevertheless, according to the Commissions model (that did not include transition costs), the aggregate welfare loss was smaller under this selective tax cut.
A lump-sum return of revenues from carbon/energy taxation could have progressive effects on net, as exemplified by in the European Commission (1992, p. 136) study of climate policy. Kverndokk & Rosendahl (2000) reach a similar conclusion. They summarize experience from models shedding light on the costs of reducing carbon emissions in Denmark, Finland, Ireland, Norway, Sweden and the U.K. Some arguments could be made to the effect that using environmental tax revenues to reduce the cost of public transportation might well be progressive. This inter alia depends on the consumption pattern, i.e. the budget shares for public transportation across households. have studied this case for Swedish data, finding that such a reform is probably regressive on the average. However, it is a boon to urban households, but hits the rural households. In turn, this is a function of the particular structure of Swedish public transportation systems. In other countries, it is easy to see that other results may be found. It is to be noted that the VAT for public transportation has been lowered as a part of Sweden's reform re-structuring the taxation system towards greater reliance on energy and environmental taxes.
Some findings suggest that a lowering of the general VAT is less regressive, which is not inconsistent with findings from household studies. However, it should be kept in mind that most CGE-models only include a rudimentary description of the tax system. Consequently, findings with respect to the regressivity/progressivity of the tax system should be interpreted with some care in those cases.
Using Exemptions and Grandfathering
A slightly different, but quite popular, approach is to use exemptions for certain sensitive sectors. There is ample evidence on the use of exemptions in OECD-countries. Exemptions imply that a certain environmental target cannot be reached at minimum cost. Furthermore, depending on how tax revenue is returned to the economy, emissions might actually increase in certain sectors. Studies of exemptions appear in e.g. Fullerton & Metcalf (1997) (USA), Jensen (1998) (Denmark) and Harrison & Kriström (1999) (Sweden) .
There are several ways in which policy may be designed that is similar to the commonly used exemptions, but that may be less costly. Consider the use of grandfathered pollution permits. The advantage with such a system is that it will provide an efficient allocation of emission reductions, since the marginal cost of abatement will be equalised across sources. Thus a system with permits based on a grandfathering will provide efficiency benefits, without increasing the relative cost of production in the competitive industry. In a way, it is a subsidy in disguise. The discussion here is to some extent supported by the results reported by Jensen (1998) . In a numerical general equilibrium model for the Danish economy he finds that the permit system gives lower welfare costs, compared to an exemption policy.
If the choice is between exemptions and permits, then a country that would like to act unilaterally may prefer to use the permit system. If such a system is used, the question of whether or not it is dynamically efficient arises. Indeed, as noted earlier, grandfathering permits to a subset of the productive sectors tends to make entry more costly. An entrant must buy a part of the endowment that has been handed over to sectors that happened to be active when the system started. If the permit market is thin, one would expect that incumbents may be able to use permits strategically e.g. by increasing the cost of entry. Exemptions conveniently target certain sectors and the logic behind using them is transparent in certain cases. If the underlying environmental problem is global, there is an environmental argument in favour of exemptions. This follows from an assumption that emissions would otherwise move to other countries, leaving environmental quality potentially worse than without a single country's exemption. Furthermore, exemptions can be fairly well targeted to sensitive sectors and can sometimes be viewed as part of regional policy. It is nevertheless the case that exemptions are costly, because they by definition make it impossible to equalize marginal costs across sources.
If exemptions are used, these nullify to some extent the double-dividend possibilities. Given that the exempted sectors are handed a lower tax on labour, they will typically expand their production. Consequently, the fact that the exemptions target pollution-intensive sectors, the increase of emissions in those sectors may well dwarf the reductions elsewhere. In a way, this can be viewed as the price to be paid for distributional policy, since the exemptions are often motivated by equity concerns in the first place.
In summary, the tax system provides ample opportunities for a government to reduce undesirable distributional consequences of environmental policy. Current theoretical and empirical evidence suggest that a double dividend might not exist, although this should not be a major concern. Rather, it seems prudent to examine the benefits and costs of improving environmental quality. Such analysis may usefully include presentation of distributional impacts as a way of broadening the information set.
Using subsidies and regulations
There are a number of ways that subsidies can be combined in environmental policy packages. Targeted subsidy schemes are notably used in the energy sector. 40 They could include energy savings subsidies in various forms, investment grants to renewable electricity and district heating plants. Policies occasionally include investment programs to reduce carbon-dioxide emissions. An example is the almost 1 billion EURO scheme Sweden has introduced to promote investments that reduce carbon-dioxide. Evaluations (yet to be published) suggest, as one would expect, differences in marginal reduction cost across projects. This difference translates into inefficiency losses. For example, some projects apparently provide carbonreductions at a cost per kilo of 10 or 100 times the carbon-tax.
Price contests have been used to spur innovations in energy saving apparel. One may debate whether such contests are efficient relative to the standard economic instruments. The distributional impact is unclear. Suppose a contest spurs the introduction of a new energy-saving device that otherwise would not have seen the light of the day. The market price of the device would reflect its relative energy efficiency (and other relevant dimensions, including security, easy of use and so on and so forth). It is possible that high-income earners reap most of the initial subsidy, although this conclusion is rather speculative, although capital market imperfections will tend to enforce it.
There are additional possibilities, including the reduction of VAT for a certain subset of goods. This has been discussed by a number of countries and is considered by the EU. In this author's view, this policy option has many drawbacks. Standard theory holds that it is better to attack the problem as close to the source as possible; a stick is better than a carrot provided that the stick is used "early on". Furthermore, many practical problems arise, not the least the definition of which good that should be allowed lower VAT. Perhaps the main issue is that the target is unclear; exactly which environmental problem will be "solved" with an ecological VAT?. While there are some empirical evidence on the price elasticity, scarcely little is available on the income elasticity of such goods. As we have noted, intuition suggest that such goods have an increasing budget share, when plotted against income. Thus, pending empirical evidence, this author believes that an ecological VAT will have progressive impacts.
Conclusions
Our survey of the costs of environmental policy in a distributional context leads to the following conclusions. First of all, environmental policy must have distributional impacts in order to be successful. Empirical evidence tends, on balance, to suggest that environmental policy is regressive (on a gross basis). However, there are numerous ways of mitigating unwanted distributional effects by e.g. judicious use of parameters in the tax-system. Yet, the important question of what exactly it is that should be distributed must be answered before proceeding to the compensation stage. For example, conclusions regarding the distributional impact may well depend on whether income or life-time income is considered to be the most relevant measure. Furthermore, any distributional analysis should be carried out with a fixed baseline of comparison in mind.
Turning then to the practical issues, we have elaborated on the OECD (1994) study and suggested a threestage approach (household/firm, market, sector/economy) to provide insights into the costs of environmental policy when markets are interrelated. Thus, a distributional study could include:
− Examining the impacts of distributional at the firm and household level − Detailing the effects of different policy instruments at the market level, assuming that there are no repercussions on other markets − Buttressing how environmental policy affects markets within a particular sector of the economy, allowing a certain number of markets to be inter-related.
− Analyzing the costs of environmental policy in economy-wide models, allowing for interactions between all markets in the economy.
To this one could add the economy-environment links. We showed how this can be done in a general framework using a Social Accounting Matrix. It consistently handles links between the economy and the environment, and provides an integrative framework for distributional studies in environmental policy settings.
Our overall conclusion is rather simplistic, yet it may in the end of the day prove to be the most important. We firmly believe that it is important to disentangle the distributional impacts of environmental policy, not the least because it is beneficial to public debate and general understanding of how environmental policy affects human well-being. While environmental economists have been focussing on efficiency issues, the fact that equity is important in shaping environmental policy is increasingly being appreciated. A priority in the process of shaping environmental policy should be to comprehensively evaluate the distributional impacts.
